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According to nation purvey_

Students spend $3 million yearly
Ed. note: Dr. Foegen is an instructor in WSU's Business Administration/Economics Dept.

631 women, and Winona State has
1,866 and 2,637 respectively.

Expo America, Inc., a Chicagobased market research firm reported recently that a study it
made showed women college students spending $57 a month on such
items, men $39. Applying these
figures to Winona's collegians
produces the multi-million dollar
total.

Fifty-seven dollars a month, for
the 9-month school year, amounts
to $513 a year for each woman
student. With 3,848 enrolled, the
yearly figure would be $1,974,024.
For men, $39 a month for 9 months
comes to $351 a year. With 2,544
enrolled, the yearly total would be
$892,944. The all-student yearly
spending in this clothing-toiletriescosmetics category then, would be
$2,866,968. (For greater accuracy,
of course, such things as out-oftown purchases, and the effects of
commuting would have to be
considered.)

According to college officials,
there are 2,544 men and 3,848
women currently attending the
three, four-year institutions. The
College of St. Teresa counts 6 men
and 580 women in its Fall enrollment. St. Mary's has 672 men and

Impressive as the total is, it is
only part of a much larger economic impact that students have on the
Winona economy; they spend
money on a wide variety of other
goods and services. Their very
being here causes money to flow

by Dr. J.H. Foegen

Winona's college students spend
almost $3 million a year on clothing, toiletries, and cosmetics.

time of $6,076,678. Allowing for
inflation alone, this figure undoubtedly would have at least tripled by
now, to say, $18 million. In
addition, since enrollment has
more than doubled since then, from
2,198 in 1964 to 4,503 in 1980, the
total could be doubled again,
making a "guesstimate" of the
current economic impact of around
$36 million a year.

into the city for faculty and staff
salaries, building projects, maintenance and supplies.
A bit of evidence along that line
is an old study relating only to

Winona State; the figures can be
projected to give a rough idea of
the current situation. Done in 1964
— and surprisingly, still being
called for occasionally — it showed
an overall economic impact at the

The combined 1980 enrollment
of St. Teresa's and St. Mary's is
around 42% of Winona State's. If
everything were neatly proportionate — it's not, of course, but a
ballpark figure might do here —
this would add roughly another $15
economic effect of the three
schools, therefore, might well be
over $50 million a year.
million a year.
...Expo America spending figures
obtained from Wall Street Journal,
October 16, 1980, Page 1.
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Survey to be conducted

Co ed in Sheehan: to be or not to be
-

Teri Handt

for male housing on campus.

There is talk in the air about
turning Sheehan Hall into a co-ed
dorm for the 1981-82 school year
due to the lack of space available

According to Housing Director,
John Ferden, WSU has room for
547 male students and 876 female
students to live on campus. There

are 1,636 males and 2,308 female
full time students presently enrolled at WSU, which leaves a
large number of students unable to
live on campus.
Ferden said the housing shortage became noticeable in 1974 and
"has continued every year since,
becoming parimount now."
More students are choosing to
remain on campus, Ferden said,
because: 1) it costs less to live in
the dorms than off campus, 2)
there's more stress on academic
life, 3) students are more concerned about getting a degree and
feel more comfortable on campus,
and 4) there have been many dorm
policy changes to accommodate the
stude nts.
Paula Aussem. Dorm Director
and former RA and resident of
Sheehan, is putting together a
survey which will be passed out to
Sheehan residents this week to get
an initial reaction to the possibility
of the dorm going co-ed.
"We're giving the survey to
Sheehan residents first," she said,
"because they will be the most
directly affected. If we get a
positive reaction from the first
survey, we will run a similar one
campus wide."
There are four main options
listed on the survey, for the living
arrangement if Sheehan does go
co-ed, Aussem explained.

For the last seven years, Sheehan Hall been a women's dorm. But now,
because of male housing shortage, it could go back to a co-ed dorm.

The first option would be to
divide the building in half, having
males live in the top portion of the

dorm and females on the bottom
floors or vice-versa.

was a lot of campus unrest during
those years."

The second option would divide
the building by floor sets. Males
would occupy an odd and even
numbered floor and females would
live in the next two floors up and so
on. This arrangement is listed as an
option because the elevators stop
only on even numbered floors and
there is one RA for two floors.

The administration is much more
knowledged on co-ed living now,
Ferden added. Women have been
living in a co-ed arrangement on
third floor Morey for the past three
years and it has been working out
well.

The third option would alternate
every other floor and the fourth
option would divide each floor in
half.

Aussem said that Sheehan is the
only dorm open in the summer and
it is run in a co-ed manner. "It is the
Continued on page 2

"We want everyone to have a
chance to comment and give their
feelings on the subject," Aussem
said. "We want to find out if men
from other dorms would be interested in moving into Sheehan or if
it would keep more upper classmen
on campus."
According to Ferden, Sheehan
was co-ed seven years ago in an
experimental trial. "The guys were
on the top floors and it didn't work
out well," he said. "But at that time
a lot of people were just here to kill
time or stay out of the war. There

Paula Aussem, dorm director of
Sheehan
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New mass comm department sought

by Carson Brooks

A recommendation for the creation of a new department of mass
communications at Winona State
University has been submitted to
the presidents office and the InterFaculty Organization (IFO) by Dr.
Helen Popovich, Dean of Liberal
Arts.
The mass communications major
and minor are currently offered
through the departments of
English, communications and theatre arts (CTA) and photo, film and
television (PFT).
This new proposal, suggesting a
department separate from these
three areas would take effect at
the beginning of the 1981-1982
academic year.

This proposed department of
mass communications needs to be
approved by Dr. Robert Hanson,
university president, and the Vice
president of Academic affairs, Dr.
Shiela Kaplan.
Popovich said that it is standard
procedure at WSU to give the
faculty a chance to comment on a
a new proposal. "Dr. Hanson
welcomes the recommendations of
the faculty," said Popovich.
The mass communications proposal was submitted to the faculty
just before the last IFO meeting
and conference.
In order to accommodate the
new department, some faculty will
be moved around, according to

Charlies D D

Popovich. She has recommended
that professors Dennis Pack and
Michael Martin be assigned to this
department in the area of broadcasting, and Gary McDonald in
Photo-journalism. Dr. Sandra
Bennett and Dr. Brice Wilkinson
will each teach one-third time in
the mass communications department.
"I further recommend that we
hire an additional faculty member
in the primary area of print
journalism to strengthen that

`these changes would
significantly
strengthen the
mass communications
program.'

Adolph Bremer, editor-in-chief

of the Winona Daily News, will
continue to teach advanced
reporting courses as part of the
mass communications major. "I
think a person who is experienced
in the media outside (of the
university) is desirable as an instructor," says Popovich.
If the recommendation is approved, Popovich would like the
additional faculty member hired
this year so the new program could
begin with a full faculty next fall. "I
would like to assemble the involved faculty as soon as possible
so that we may begin the process
of curriculum revision."
Popovich explained that in any

does not affect students currently
enrolled in the program.
Some of the positive aspects of
the proposal were also emphasized
by Popovich. "I anticipate there
be a close coordination between
radio and television." Popovich
added that the three-way split
between English, CTA and PFT
makes coordination of classes and
advisement difficult for mass
communication majors.
Another improvement offered
by Popovich's recommendation is
that advisement for both the radio
station (KQAL) and the Winonan
would become the responsibility of
the new mass communications
department. This would ease the
burden on the CTA and English
departments.
In the recommendation submitted to Kaplan, Popovich states, "In

Get Mugged Every Day With A Charlies Mug

Tuesday: Brat & Beer for a Buck
Wednesday: Buck Nita
'Blurs*: Hot Dogs 2 for 50+

ALSO: Discover "The Upstairs"
featuring Exotic Drinks

presently understaffed area of the
program," says Popovich in her
recommendation. She also recommends employing a part-time
secretary for the proposed mass
communications department.

my judgement these changes
would significantly strengthen the
mass communications program.
The major would receive that
visibility and emphasis it under the
current structure."

"For the journalism vacancy, a
job description will need to be
created," added Popovich. Currently WSU does not have full
time journalism position. Bennett
teaches journalism courses for the
mass communications major while
her primary committment is with
the English department.

Another suggestion made by the
consultant for mass communications, which is not in the proposal,
is to reduce the number of credit
hours from 66 to 48 in the mass
communications major. That would
encourage students to take courses
in other areas important for people
who will work in the media.

Dean Helen Popovich

situation where there is a change
in faculty, it is necessary to make
some changes in curriculum.
This need for curriculum change
applies in the area of film-making.
Film-making courses are currently
taught by John Fisk, whose
position was retrenched as part of
a cut-back last year. "The emphasis
on film will be less," says Popovich,
"A concern of the faculty is that
this area will be weakened too
much."
Popovich reminded students
that any reorganization of departmental structure and curriculum

For guys who want
to feel jeans down to
the bottom of their
ever-lovin', dirt-kickin',
city-slickin' soles.

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE .

riettaa .54e4
69 PLAZA WEST—DOWNTOWN

Problems, such as where the
proposed department will be
housed have not been discussed
yet.

Sheehan
continued from page 1
ideal dorm for co-ed living." she
added.
Aussem encouraged Sheehan
residents to give an honest and
sincere reply on the survey. If
anything is to be decided on the
issue, it will have to be done within
the next month because of publication purposes for the housing
contracts for next year.

Just an hour,
and you're
in Style.

That's all it takes. No long waits...just
proper consultation for the proper cut.
Our professionally-trained stylists will
also introduce you to the advantages of
a total hair care program to keep
THE
you in style.
Take an hour or so yourself. Call
for your personal appointment.

i t •
arbers

Hairstyling for Men Sr Women

454-4900
77 West 3rd St.

Where America gets in style.
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Henry Hull: 'I'll write 'till I die'
by Michael J. Grover
Perhaps one of the most prolific
writers on campus is Henry Hull,
history instructor here at Winona
State. Hull writes daily and the
times that he doesn't is when he is
correcting papers for his 140
students.
Hull started teaching at WSU in
1963. He has taught 23 different
courses since his arrival. Courses
that he currently teaches are
American Economic History,
History of Non-Christian Religion
in the West, Minnesota History,
and a graduate level course, The
History of the Midwest.
When Hull started up his Minnesota History class in '63, it was

required for elementary majors,
and contained a small number of
students. With the support and
encouragement of Dr. Palechek,
Henry has developed Minnesota
History (now a general elective),
into one of the most popular
courses on campus averaging a
hundred students a quarter for
several years now.
But teaching is not his only
passion. "I enjoy teaching and
writing both," said Hull.
On Jan. 19, 1981, a sixth grade
level text called, "Minnesota, It's
People and Culture," which Hull
co-wrote with. W. Rosenfeld, will be
published by the Dennison Publishing Co. in Minneapolis.
Hull began working on the

St. Paul mayor dislikes
Gov. Quie's policies
John W. Jaszewski
Sounding like a candidate for the
office of governor, George
Latimer, major of St. Paul, lashed
out at the present governor of
Minnesota, and the IndependentRepublican leadership in the legislature for lack of sensitivity to the
problems of students.
Speaking to a gathering of DFL
party faithful at Winona Athletic
Club on October 28, Latimer
blamed Governor Al Quie for
regressive fiscal policies.
Speaking about the DFL party
two years from now Latimer said,
"We as a people will be able to
revive our belief in the average
person. That if you are a student at
a public institution, that it be paid
for by the public."
Latimer went on to say that we
must be willing to invest in jobs for
young people, and housing for
senior citizens.

energy problem in Minnesota as
one of the key issues facing the
citizens. Latimer said that the
state has an energy office that is
doing a good job but criticized Quie
for not giving that office proper
direction and properly allocating
resources.
"Energy is the most important
and crucial thing in the state
today," Latimer said. "It's going to
underline our economy. It's going
to underline the number of jobs we
can create for people. It's going to
affect the security of older people
and new families, and their ability
to live in affordable shelter."

manuscript seven years ago on his
sabbatical leave. Rosenfeld had
written a book of the same name
10 years ago and wished to update
it. He read Hull's manuscript and
they decided to collaborate on the
new version.

need not be dead," he said. "For and violence, shady characters,
me it is a living thing with blood

Hull said it was fairly easy to
write the book because he has
taught and studied Minnesota
history for several years now. He
wrote most of the book in a
basement of his old home on the
East End using the same typewriter he bought in 1956.
It was natural for him to write
on the sixth grade level because he
gives historical presentations to
many sixth grade calsses in the
surrounding area.
"In conjunction with this History
of Minnesota, I have been in almost
every sixth grade classroom in
Southeastern Minnesota," remarkod Hull. "I have also have a
standing offer to the Winona High
School social science department
to come in and speak on any
history category."
Hull has even done some illustrations for the book that may
occur in the final printing. His
formal training in art came from a
correspondence course he took.
The real reason Hull wrote the
book is to get some new historical
ideas out in the open. "History

WSU history instructor Henry Hull.

Latimer said that he felt the
legislature in the last session
should have passed the bond issue
bill in which improvements in most
of the state's educational institutions would have occured. He again
criticized the governor for lack of
leadership in getting that bill
passed.
During his speech to the 60-70

Remarking after the speech,
Latimer cited the handling of the

continued on Page 4
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Opinions
Editorial

In a matter of days, we will be asked to remove our vehicles by
midnight from all of the one-way streets running through our campus.

Our readers respond

It isn't necessary to do this every night.
I can remember peering from my dorm window many nights last
year after midnight to watch the snow gather in the streets, with nary
a snow plow in sight. When I awoke that morning, the fresh snow that
had fallen remained there, untouched.

Are special events worth it?
To the Editor:

This after-midnight parking rule hasn't been designed adequately
enough to serve the needs of the students of WSU, or the city of
Winona. In some instances, setting a certain date to begin enforcing
the after-midnight parking rule just will not work.
Last year, for example, we had no noticeable gathering of snow on
the ground until January, and even then very little. Yet, each night
any student who parked on the one-way streets (King, Howard and
Washington) had to run out and move his vehicle by midnight so that
an imaginary snow plow could come and move the imaginary snow.
When there was snow on the gound, a student would move his car
only to find it plowed-in the next morning on another street. Nothing is
accomplished by this rule.

We hereby make a motion to
discontinue all student sanctioned
special events on campus. I mean
why not?! Have you ever tried to
sell 500 hotdogs to 30 some
students? Granted, the weather•
was lousy, the event had to be
moved, the play had just opened,
and we are sure you 4,700 other
students had good reason too —
but 30 people!
Well, that was the scene at the

Fall Fest last week. (By the way, tried! Posters, elbowgrease, a lot
we understand the opening night of hard work-they did it all-for you.
audience at the play numbered less Anyway, they asked us to thank
than 100 also!) Let us throw you a the sympathetic staff in the kitchen
few rough estimates on money and who donated facilities and charcoal
effort lost at the Fall Fest last — and "City Mouse" who tried their
week: Between$100 and $200 on damndest!
food and beverage, between $500
and $1000 on "City Mouse," and
You know we really wondered if
well over 15 hard working students we should have written this letter
who tried to make the night a about student apathy — but then
success.
what the hell, we don't care!
Jana Goodermont
Like we said, the odds were
Bill Withers
against them but they tried-really
Richards Hall

Until something is done to amend or abolish this rule by the parking
committee, we as students should seek a change. Perhaps plowing
once a week is the answer. Perhaps changing the dates that the rule
encompasses will work.
While we are on the subject of campus parking, ask yourselves how
many times you have driven to class in a good mood only to have it
ruined by some jerk who took up two spots in the Sheehan lot. Or, how
about the person who parks four and a half feet over the center line,
meaning that if you park opposite him you will lose your rear end to
another mad, late student.
I have the solution. Rather than pushing the improperly parked
vehicle to Maxwell field, simply fill in this coupon, tear it out, and stick
under his windshield wiper:

No =I No mm en

car to I
I You jerk, where did you learn to park? I would move this
I Goodview if I could, but I have a class now.
If you'll look closely, your left front tire is missing. Check the lake.
I wouldn't drive down any steep hills on your way home.
I
Yours Truly,
I P.S. You're ugly.

Do you have anything to stop this coffin? [Photo by Lee Christopherson]
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people attending, Latimer said
that two years ago Quie promised
to improve education, keep taxes
down, and reduce income taxes
through indexing. "There is no way
anyone could deliver on a promise
like that," Latimer said. "In exchange for the pittance of indexing,
the average worker in Minnesota,
if his child is going to state
university, is now paying a higher
price.
Beside the colleges and universities in the state, Latimer said that
Technical-Vocational Institutes are
important to young people. According to him, the TVI's in
Minnesota have a national placement rate of 99 percent. "That's
higher than Havard," Latimer said.
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"Young people want to work,"
Latimer said. "But like you and I,
they need the skills to get a job."
Latimer will again be in Winona
November 12, to address the
Minnesota Conference of Mayors.
The conference will be held in
Kryzsko Commons from 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m.
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On the
Other Hind

really proud of the way things are
going."

Leigh Davis

Six-hundred and sixty dollars
was raised for the United Way at a
benefit dance at the Mississippi
Queen on October 25.

by John Oabbert
If we leave fast food behind, knowing that what we buy in
supermarkets is full of agricultural chemicals, where can we turn
without supporting a food chain that is defeating itself with staggering
topsoil losses?
According to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, present soil losses from
American croplands are now two billion tons per year. Can that mean
U.S. food production is going the right way when it takes nature 2,000
years to build a single inch of topsoil?
In an interview from the Nov.-Dec., 1980 issue of Mother Earth
News, Dr. Bill Mollison, an Australian environmentalist, said, "Modern
agriculture can be summed up in only one statement: It destroys its
own basis. It has already destroyed 50% of the world's soil...and, of
the remaining 50%, about 30% will be disappearing in very short
order."
Mollison, who lives on Tasmanisa, is the developer of an idea called,
"permaculture," an integrated, self-sustaining system of perennial,
agriculture involving great diversity of plant and animal species.
He explains, "A permaculture is really a completely self-contained
agricultural ecosystem that is designed to minimize maintenance input
and maximize product yield."
By setting up interacting and adjacent ecosystems, Mollison and his
co-workers in Tasmania are able to take advantage of something
caused called the "edge effect."
Simply stated, that's where two different systems, like a
non-poluted pond and its uneroded, healthy bank come together..
What happens here is fascinating and highly productive because each
eco-system is actually helping the other. They co-exist peacefully.
An example of a permaculture would be a design that places a
chicken coop near a forest. The chicken coop is faced by a passive solar
greenhouse filled with perennial food crops. In front of the
chicken-greenhouse is a pond.
Sun striking the surface of the pond not only gives life to animals
and plants in it, but also reflects more light into the south-facing
greenhouse. There, human food crops nuts, berries, fruits and tubers
are also growing. As the sun warms the greenhouse, the chickens go
outside to forage in the forest. They eat bugs harmful to the trees and
fertilize the soil with their manure. As night approaches they return to
their shelter, taking the energy they have absorbed from food in the
forest and release it as body heat for keeping the greenhouse plants
warm.
The possibilities for interaction among these four systems are
immense, unlike modern agriculture which is becoming a monoculture
needing huge amounts fo energy; chemicals and fertilizers to maintain
itself, (if present soil losses can even be called maintenance.)
If you think ideas like this for feeding the world's people are
baloney, just keep your eye on food prices and cancer rates. Both are
going up and will keep doing so until each of us make changes in our
own lives that together will make the food we eat both safe and sane.
If you want to do something about it — get informed! Then join Mary
Farrell, Steve Ohly and Linda Kuhn here at WSU in the
Oxfam-American Fast for a World Harvest. Oxfam will use the money
we don't eat on Thursday, Nov. 20 to put self-help, decentralized
projects like Bill Mollison's permaculture into use in the Third World
nations.
Fast now and save yourself from eating a lot of baloney later.

OPEN DAILY
11 A.M.
ACROSS
FROM PENNEY'S
Call Ahead—We'll
have your order
ready
Ph.
454-6390.
—

Greek Council raises money
for United Way campaign

The dance, sponsored by the
WSU Greek Council, was the first
of two events to be sponsored by
the council to raise money for the
United Way.
"It was a great success," said
Steve Erickson, Greek Council
chairperson. "We had about 700
people show up for the dance." The
dance, could not have been held
without the help of Bill Gaffney,
owner of the M.Q., according to
Erickson.

The second event the "Gallery of
Games" was held November 1 and
consisted of six tournaments
bowling, billiards, backgammon,
Risk, cribbage and Monopoly. Two
marathons were also held: a Rocka-thon and a Kiss-a-thon.

The Greek Council is made up of
the presidents from the three
sororities and two fraternities at
WSU. They are Laurie Lien, Alpha
Delta Pi; Ann Perron, Alpha Xi
Delta; Carol Froelich, Delta Zeta;
Todd Bille, Alpha Kappa Lambda;
and Dave Blonski, Sigma Tau
Gamma.

Thank You Bill, Carol, Laurie,
Leisa and Stacy for all your hard
work this fall for Intramurals!
I appreciate you all!!
Julie Danielson

"It was really nice of Bill to let us
use the M.Q. and to give us the
door receipts," said Erickson. "We
had to pay for the band out of the
receipts, so without Bill and the
M.Q. we would never have made
any money."

20% Off

Forty-eight dollars in donations
was also collected from people as
they came in the door Saturday,
according to Erickson.

on Men's and Women's

Ski Jackets

"Its never happened before,"
said Erickson. "This is the first time
a college level group has gotten
behind the United Way and we're
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Even college stu

Dormitory rooms often convey timely messages for those who look on. This window displays a Halloween slogan
for student trick-or-treater. [Photo by Lisa Lochen]

Perhaps it's the Great Pumpkin...

WSU's Trish Roiger performs a common task for any "Hallowweener" blowing bubbles with trick-or-treat candy. [Photo by Lisa
Locher')

This pair stops to pose before entering t
[Photo by Lisa Lochen]

Mug in hand, this trick-or-treater seems to have bitten the dust. Well, as the saying goes, "Step on a crack and
break your mummy's back." [Photo by Lisa Lochen]

Sherri Vrieze, in hillbi
are awarded for the
Lochen]
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dents get into Halloween

4/
Don't mess with this guy — it may not be a mask! [Photo by Lisa Lochen]

a""
he costume contest held at the M.Q. Halloween eve.

y costume, watches on as prizes
best costumes. [Photo by Lisa

Once again, WSU dorm windows paint an excellent picture for certain times of the year. Hopefully, many
students made the Halloween of '80 one to remember. [Photo by Lisa Lochen]
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Arts & Entertainment
Actor hopes to make role 'real'
by Becky McConnell

He looks at you with sheer
intenseness. His clear green eyes
rarely leave you as he explains
why he's doing what he is. His
name is Richard Esvang and he is
Martin Dysart.
Dysart is a psychiatrist and the
main character in Peter Shaffer's
Tony Award-winning drama,
Equus. Esvang portrays Dysart in
the play. But not only does he act
the part of Martin Dysart, he
makes you believe that he is
Martin Dysart.
Esvang, 22, is from Chicago and
a sophomore at Winona State
University. A theatre major, he's
also done summer stock in Evansville, Ill., and played at the Old
Orchard Country Club Dinner
Theatre in Mount Prospect, III. He
says of his part in Equus, "It's
frightening to think that I've taken
myself as far as I think I can on
stage right here in Winona. It's the
ultimate part for an actor my age."

to Esvang, is Dysart going through
immense tortures and fears to
finally see himself as he really is.
"I enjoy playing Dysart," said
Esvang. "He's forceful, selfish, and
self-indulging. Actually, he's the
essence of all modern males. I like
him and I hope to make him totally
real to the audience."
The realness that Esvang
conveys may be due to the fact that
he has patterned the character of
Dysart after his own father. "It's
almost frightening when I hear
myself talking. It's exactly as if I'm
speaking my father's words."
Esvang is dedicating what he does
on stage in Equus to his (dead)
father.

forming in the John F. Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C.
"We have a good play in Equus,"
commented Esvang. "But I am a
little worried that the ACTF
judges won't like my interpretation
of Dysart."
Equus was originally written as
an English play set in London.
Fusillo and her cast have taken and

Americanized it, which makes a
great deal of difference in how
each character is portrayed. "1
want to make Dysart so real that
the audience can almost touch him.
The English would not have played
him in this manner," said Esvang.
Equus will be performed in the
Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center on Novmber 11-16. It is suggested for
mature audiences only.

When discussing what one
characteristic he would change in
Dysart, Esvang said that it would
be his attitude toward himself.
"But then, of course, the outcome
of the play wouldn't be the same,"
he smiled.

first performed in 1974 at the
Plymouth Theatre in New York.
It's based on a story that Shaffer
heard in a riding stable. A highly
disturbed boy had taken a hoof pick
and blinded six horses. Thus, the
idea for Equus was conceived.

Esvang stated that he and the
rest of the cast have fought
numerous odds in producing this
play, from theatrical politics to
conflicting class schedules. But,
they've dealt with these problems
and have come up with something
fascinating. Said Esvang, "The
audience will go away knowing
that they've seen something."

Shaffer took the highlights of the
story that his friend gave him and
elaborated from there. He had the
boy sent to a mental hospital
where he is put under the care of
psychiatrist Martin Dysart.

Equus will be performed in the
Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre in the
Performing Arts Center on November 11-16.

The theme of the play, according

Director Vivian Fusillo has
entered Equus in the American

Equus was written in 1973 and

College Theatre Festival (ACTF).
It's a festival that is presented by
the John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts and the Alliance for Arts Education. ACTF
sends judges to all participating
productions to watch and critique
both the actors and the play. If a
production is selected to go to
regional competition (this year in
Minneapolis), it is performed there
with the ultimate goal of per-

Richard Esvang [left] observes Jim Garbarini in a photomontage by Todd Minske which expresses elements of
"Equus." The psychological thriller begins a six-day run next Tuesday in the Dorothy B. Magnus Open Stage
Theatre in the Performing Arts Center.

Of duty, honor and the tapestry of life
in that plan and affects all the
other threads in forming the whole.
It is a tightly wrought, finely
crafted, well-written novel.

THE LOST LEGION A Novel of
the Roman Empire by H. Warner
Munn.
(Doubleday and Co., 261 pages,
$14.95)
Reviewed by
Lee R. Christopherson

H. Warner Munn's The Lost
Legion is a grand tapestry of a
book, reflecting the author's idea
that all life, great and small
interweaves to form a part of a
each life is a thread
larger plan
—

The book is based on the legend,
perhaps apochryphal, of a Roman
legion which incurred the wrath of
the Emperor Caligula and was
ordered to march forever to the
east, never to return to Rome.
Caligula, fearful of the personal
popularity and power of the commander of the 13th Legion,
Manlius Varro, summons the legion
to Rome to give it the assignment
of finding and returning the descendants of a legion — the lost
legion of the title — captured in
Parthia nearly a century before.
The emperor tells Varro that, to
cover his real mission, it must be
made to appear that the 13th has
been outcast from the empire.
Varro accepts, not knowing that
Caligula is maneuvering behind the
scenes to ensure that the legion
never returns.
As the legion moves east, its
passage affects those around it and
leaves the seeds for future events
of great consequence. The further
east they go, however, the greater

the resistance and the legion is
slowly decimated, becoming, in
effect, another "lost legion."
Ultimately, and with a clever twist,
remnants of the legion find, albeit
unknowingly, the people they are
searching for.
In keeping with the thread
metaphor, major offstage
characters are Clotho, Lachesis
and Atropos — the Fates who spin,
measure out and cut off the
threads of life — who appear
throughout the book, working
diligently on the tapestry of this
impossible quest.
The threads they select are
many varied: Varro, a man driven
by duty and loyalty to the empire
to honor his word to find the lost
legion, even after he learns of
Caligula's machinations; Quintus
Agrippa, his best friend, a cynic
who leaves a safe life to accompany Varro even though he
mistrusts the emperor's intentions; and 20 citizens of Rome
recruited, tricked or dragooned
into the legion as replacements.

The lives of these last are
skillfully interwoven with and il-

luminated by the major plotline of
the march into the unknown. They
serve as a counterpoint, showing a
view of ordinary men caught up in
a grand design that they cannot
see and likely would not understand if they could. Varro, at least,
can dimly see the consequences of
his actions; his men, as soldiers
have through all time, act without
really understanding — obeying his
commands through loyalty, duty or
merely to earn their "denarius a
day."
Also on hand are Lilia, a Patrician's daughter, who follows the
legion on bleeding feet to be with
her unworthy lover; Eitel, an
escaped slave who becomes Lilia's
bodyguard; and a mysterious "man
in the red Phrygian hat" — accomplished killer attempting to
catch up with the legion for
unknown purposes.
Lilia is both the least and the
greatest part of the novel. The

least because it becomes, after a
time, hard to believe in her
unrelenting goodness or in the
response of the supposedly hardbitten, womanizing legionaries to
her presence — her innate sweetness and innocence apparently

softens the hearts of all the men
and prevents anyone from attempting to take liberties with her
body. She is also the greatest part
of the book because it could
successfully be argued that the
Fates set the whole insane quest in
motion merely to allow her to fulfill
a destiny which she is unaware
exists. To return to the tapestry
motif: Lilia's thread binds the
entire work into a unified whole.
Her duty to her lover reflects
Varro's duty to the empire, but her
duty to future generations is an
even stronger imperative within
the novel.
The interaction of past and
future, great and small constantly
occurs in the book: human battles
interrupt those of ant colonies; a
single death alters the lives of
millions; a dying soldier carves out
a handhold in a pit into which he
has fallen so that the next person
trapped there will be that much
closer to freedon. Munn clearly
feels that "no man is an island,"
that we all have a duty to the
future: we are all an important
part in the tapestry of life even if
Continued on page 14
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Players Treat Trickers
by Bridget Ahern

improve their productions.

Walking down the dark and
endless corridor, passing empty
crates and chests, old and frayed
couches, you saw a single lighted
doorway. You hesitated upon
entering, not knowing what evil
would lurk within. When it seemed
like out of nowhere a ghost
appeared.

If WSU's productions are not
chosen for the winter festival,

41,

by Eric J. Norgairden
College radio is a growing source of income for songwriters, and is
potentially a place for exposure of new music broadcast beyond the
interiors of colleges. This has probably been one of the things most
credited to college radio: its willingness to play the new and the

The Wenonah Players sponsored a make-up clinic for Halloween. The clinic was held from
5-8 p.m., Oct. 30. 31 and Nov. 1 for
anyone who wanted to be made up
for the bewitching holiday. The
cover charge was one dollar, with
specialties costing an additional
fee. Their creativity ranged anywhere from an aging man with a
beard to a green creature from
outer space.

different.
Now, even that positive aspect has been altered by today's
economic scene. Where once the record companies followed the young
listeners that college radio enveloped, today they feel it isn't that
important anymore. At a recent intercollegiate radio conference in
New York, only fifteen record labels sent representatives. Among the
missing were CBS, Polygram and A & M. The latter two don't even
have college promotion departments anymore!
The major topic of conversation at the conference was the absence
of promotional efforts by the labels at the college level. Most college
stations (including WSU's KQAL) are having trouble getting records.
And you can't play what you don't have.

The Winona State University
Theatre Group is hoping to enter
their two plays, Our Town and
Equus, to the Minneapolis Regional
American College Theatre Festival
this winter. The proceeds from the
Halloween make-up clinic will help
sponsor any of the WSU theatre
people who will attend the workshops at the festival.

In defense of record companies, it should be mentioned that abuses,
like the selling of records intended for airplay or the theft of
promotional records by station personnel were big reasons why
companies shifted away from catering to college radio. I wish college
radio station personnel would realize this and become more
responsible and give a damn.

The winter workshops are
instructed by professional actors
from such places as New York and
Los Angeles. These workshops
allow theatre students in college to
get a taste of professionalism and
some instruction on how they can

Jacque Reidelberger [left] applies make-up to Kraig Howes' face during a
special Halloween make-up clinic last weekend. Funds raised are to be
used to send theatre students to workshops put on by the American
College Theatre Festival. [Photo by Brad Burch]

Wed. - Sat.
Winona's
Showcase
Club

s

167 Johnson SI.
Winona, MN

452-5539

/

An even more important factor for the record company support
decline is that most college radio today is simply not as adventurous as
it once was. I guess that too many of the people in college radio are not
as interested in the music as in landing a job in radio. So
album-oriented rock formats and even flashes of top 40 rule college
radio today. Unfortunately there are few exceptions.

Nov. 5 - 8

ACE IN THE WHOLE
BAND

For the style of
your life. . .

The tallest band in the Midwest is prone
to some very unbecoming stage behavior
at times. That's why we love 'em at
Emil's.

II

off
The Record

they still will send some individuals
to the workshops, as the Wenonah
Players have found these workshops very helpful in the past.

Tues., Nov. 11
This band of seasoned
veterans from the
Milwaukee area plays a
blend of musical forms
from old rock to reggae.
.,......,. They will entertain you on
this special Tuesday night
for absolutely no cover
'

charge!

DAN GRENIER & THE HITTERS
No Cover Sunday thru Thurs.
(Except for Special Events)

Happy Hour
4 - 7 Daily

We Now Have

Wide-Screen
Quasar TV
Pitcher
Special
During
Mon.
Nite
Football

iece set .r t,h2.tdcs,

6p

Gourmet Cookware
Furniture
Lighting
Dinnerware
Glassware

Cards
Baskets
Lead Crystals
Mobiles
Boxes
Hats
Teas
Hand Thrown
Face Mugs

A WIDE VARIETY OF ITEMS TO
ENHANCE YOUR ROOM OR APARTMENT.
Open: 9:30-5:00
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat.
Corner 3rd & Johnson
452-3726

Mon. & Fri. 9:30-9:00
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with War Babies, Sacred Songs
was written almost entirely by
Daryl Hall. I'm not trying to
discredit the writing talents of
John Oates, it's just that both
albums have such a definite likeness in both statement and character that it's easy to isolate the
artist and his songs.

Daryl Hall
'Sacred Songs'
by Eric J. Norgaarden
It finally got released after
almost three years in the studio
bins, and came out just in time to
give its artist a shot of renewed
credibility.
Daryl Hall's Sacred Songs is a
nice surprise that would have been
an even nicer surprise back in late
1977 when it should have been
released, but because of some
record company controversy or
scandal was not until this year.
Sacred Songs is Daryl Hall's first
solo venture apart from his longtime partner in Hall & Oaths, John
Oates. The tunes on this album
seem to point to the 1974 Hall &
Oates release, War Babies. As

Daryl Hall's songs vary like the
wind so you can't quite categorize
him. On Sacred Songs he varies
from Todd Rundgren — like blueeyed soul on cuts like "Babs and
Babs' and"Why Was It So Easy" to
more straight ahead rock'n'roll like
the title cut, "NYCNY" and "Don't
Leave Me Alone With Her." There
are also some pretty songs such as
"Without Tears."
Perhaps the real shocker of the
entire album concerns Hall's use of
"Frippertronics." Frippertonics is a
word used to describe some odd
synthesized tone colors created by
musical innovator Robert Fripp.
Fripp contributes one tune to the
album and then some...Whether
the Frippertronics used on Sacred
Songs seem appropriate or even
necessary is not all that important.
They do not contribute a whole lot
nor do they take away from the
songs. They simply appear and
disappear, momentarily challenging the ear. Robert Fripp
produced Sacred Songs so I
imagine he had something to say in

the matter.
Sacred Songs is by far a much
better album than what Daryl Hall
and John Oates have been making

these past couple of years. With
the exception of their 1978 release, Along The Red Ledge, you
have to go back to their early 1ps to
find as good an album as Sacred
Songs.

Guest composer for the event
was to have been Francis J. Pyle,
but he became very ill and was
unable to attend the concert. The
event was taped and copies were
to be sent to him.

Wednesday, November 5
7 p.m— Acetate Review — Bruce Springsteen — "The River"
9 p.m— That's Jazz
10 p.m— Jazz Moods with Steve Pietras

The SMC Chorale, under the
direction of Dr. William Stevens,
was the first choir to perform.
They sang seven selections,.
including "Father, We Praise
Thee," written by Pyle.

Thursday, November 6
Noon — Wines of Germany
7 p.m— Thursday Night Live
Saturday, November 8
Noon — Mystery Theatre — "Gang Busters"
2 p.m. — Classic Album Review-Chicago-"Chicago Transit Authority"

Next to appear was the CST
Chamber Choir, conducted by Dr.
Paul Rusterholz. They sang eight
arrangements, including Pyle's
"Wind Through the Olive Trees"
and "Frolic."

Sunday, November 9
9 a.m., Noon, 5:30 p.m. — Sports Round-up
10 a.m., Noon — Sundays Are Golden (Oldie Show)
3 p.m— Jazz Alive-"The Friends of the Jazz Festival"
6-9 p.m— Classical Show
9 p.m— Knowledge for All-Sgt. David Knight of the Winona Police
Department on "Crime in Winona"
9:30 p.m., Midnight — Sunday Night Softly with Larry Kerr

Dr. Ivan Olson then conducted
the WSU Concert Choir performing
six numbers. Two of their
selections, "Hear No Voice" and
Upon a Hilltop," were Pyle
compositions.
The grand Finale, featuring all
three choirs, was to have been
conducted by Pyle, but, because of
his absence, Olson acted as
conductor.

Monday, November 10
7 p.m— Tracking Force
9 p.m— BBC Rock Hour
Tuesday, November 11
7 p.m— Country Funkin'
9:30 p.m— Mystery Theatre-"The Shadow"

Presents

New & Improved

Pool and Billards
department
Cues
Cases
Tables
Gadgets
Mist equip

Papa John Burgers, Surfburgers & Tacos

Group Lessons
Coll for appointment

Across from WSU on Huff St.
on Tuesday Nights

McDermott
and
Schmelke
Cues
Private Lessons

•••
A JUST A STEP AWAY ...

$1.00 Off Large Pizza

1

& MCGUIRE `‘,7,,•''

Also Serving: Spaghetti, Chicken, Gondolas,

OPEN DAILY
4:00 PM

The Winona State University
Concert Choir hosted a 90-minute
concert October 30 in the Performing Arts Center, featuring as
guests the choirs of St. Mary's
College and the College of St.
Teresa.

KQ's !Wender

PAPA JOHN'S
F3HZZik,
SPAGHETTI
& CHICKEN

Concert
features
three choirs

STORE HOURS:
Mon. • Thurs. 9-5
Fri. 9-9. Sat. 9-5

FRED KING
454-6625

GM
4--"

Quality Sporting Goods
63 Plaza E
Winona. Minn

507-452-2590

CARISCH THEATRES
Late Show Fri. Sat. 12:00

For Carry-Out & Delivery Call 452-1234

This Sort of Fun Should Be Illegal!
Admission is only $2.50

Come
Friday
avoid
Sat.
Sellout

Happy Hour 3:30-6PM Mon-Fri
Free Popcorn
Always Top 40/Easy Listening
& Soft Rock Music

CINE 4

Tues. — Men's Nite

2ND AND

Wed. — Ladies Nite — Disco

Thurs. - 50c cover
Bottle Beer 2 for 1 ( 9-12)
767 East 5th
452-9861

MAIN 452-4172

Held Over
(OLDIE HAWN
as

PRI VATE

BENJAMIN
0

[RI

Fri. & Sat. - no cover

Starts FRi.
SOME PEOPUJUST____DON'T BELONG.
CHEVY
CHASE

Free Flight Music

WED. OPEN RHODES
$2.00 Cover

Drinks 4 for 1

(9-12)

RODNEY '
DANGERFIELD

Caddyshack
Ends Thurs: All That Jazz

Starts Fri.

“The

Promise
LS to 10 ■ C CACI%

other (met er.
14:

Ends Thurs: "Oh God"
Starts Fri.
CHARLTON RESTON
BRIAN KEITH
THE
MOUNTAIN
MEN

Ends Thurs: Apocalypse Now
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Students from 31 countries
attend Winona State

Straight Leg
for Gals
Sizes 3 - 15

CASUAL TOWNE

by Cindy Timm

enjoy," Markos commented.

While the typical student at
Winona State University is from
the mid-west, 102 students on this
campus are from a variety of
countries and cultures. According
to Terry Markos, director of WSU
international students, these
students represent thirty-one different countries, with half of them
coming from the area of the Middle
East.

While she is on duty three days a
week, Markos considers her job full
time.

Markos has been the director of
international students on this
campus for the last eight years.
Prior to that time she was an
assistant to Dr. John Kane, and
part of her duties at that time
included working with foreign
stude nts.

Winona State University is
registered with the U.S. Information Service in countries around
the world, and that has helped to
attract foreign students to this
campus. But the word of mouth has
also been a major factor. Many
students from foreign countries
that apply to come to WSU have
heard about it from friends or
relatives.

"Eight years ago, a position was
allocated for working with the
foreign students full time — I
applied and got the job. After all
this time, it is still a job that I

74 on the Plaza East
454-6061

AT THE BOOKSTORE
0

•

VELOUR PULLOVERS
We now have in stock a Plush Velour pullover. It comes in
Navy, Brown and Wine colors. Priced at only $17.95.
••

GLOVES
Our new line of gloves offers a special glove for any
occasion, priced just right for you are now on display at the
front counter.

TODAY'S SPECIALS
Razors Gillette Track II
Listermint Mouth Refresher
Brut 33 Lotions
Lectric Pre Shave
Earth Born Shampoo
Massengill
Ny Quil

Terry Markos
with include money, interpersonal
problems, and homesickness. But
the biggest job is helping students
adjust to American life. I like to be
available to answer any questions
our international students have,"
she said.
The biggest challenge Markos
has met in her job has been trying
to mesh together American and
foreign cultures. She feels that not
all people in the world think the
way American's do, and this makes
the task more difficult.

"Many of these students want to
come to a campus that is smaller
because of the personal attention
they can receive, and this is a big
plus for Winona State. Aside from
this, the scenery and the low
tuition costs in the Minnesota
State University System has
become an added incentive,"
Markos said.

Because many of the students at
WSU, and people from the community of Winona have not had a
lot of exposure to foreign cultures,
the international student program
is an asset in Markos' view.
Through activities like the Holiday
Bazaar, host family program, and
International Student Dinner, it is
hoped that cultures can be brought
closer together.

Many of the students that come
to WSU have first attended a
language school in Minneapolis
that teaches English as a second
0

•

"My duties vary from admissions
work to being a liason with the
immigration service, advising
students, or being a contact with
the foreign embassies in this
country," she went on further to
say.

.29
.59
.69
.19
.49 *.
.29
.29

INCENSE

. .the biggest job is
helping students
adjust to
American life.'

Coordinating the International
Student Dinner is another challenge Markos must face. Taking a
recipe meant to feed five to six
people, and converting it to one
that can feed 200 can become a
hard task, but she and the students
in the International Student Club
have met the challenge. Each year
the public is invited to sample and
see a variety of foreign cusine and
entertainment.

language. Because foreign students must pass an English profiency test before admission to this
university, it is often suggested
that they go to the school in
Minneapolis before coming to
WSU. When they do arrive here
foreign students take a class titled
"English for Non-Native
Speakers". This course is designed
to prepare the non-native speaker
for English 110.

"Our program here at WSU
enjoys administrative support, and
that is important. Foreign students
should be encouraged to come
here, and know that there are
services here to help them. While
they gain educational benefits,
they also bring much to us. They
expose this community to foreign
cultures, and still learn about
American life from us," states
Markos.

While Markos is not able to
know each of the 102 students on a
personal basis, she knows each by
name, and is available to them on
an advisory basis.
"Many of the problems I deal

These Earth scent incense comes in stick or cone — Priced
at only .99.

1/2 PRICE SALE

410 Center St.

All scrap books and small photo album books in our special
display are now being offered at 1/2 price. Limited Stock.

0

..tsw
winif
•

.•
•

Winona, MN

"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"

JOGGING TOPS
These tops come in Navy and Powder Blue. Regular price
$17.50 — This week on special for only $12.00.

ILL PHOTO

Winona's First Color Film Developing LAb
• NEXT DAY SERVICE ON •
Kodacolor II Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size

lo •

PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

Super Fast Service On
Developing Only [C41 Process]

452-1058
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Nursing As It Should Be
At Saint Marys - Rochester
Start your career with the best. Saint Marys is a 1050-bed dynamic teaching and research
hospital associated with the Mayo Clinic. You will work with one of the finest medical staffs in the
world and among patients from all parts of the United States and many foreign countries.
We have just completed a $56 Million expansion program including 43 operating rooms, a new
physical medicine area, new rehab facilities, new ER facilities and ancillary services, providing
even more opportunities for you.
Saint Marys nurses have the opportunity to work in unique medical and surgical areas including:
•
•
•
•

Coronary Care
Respiratory Care
Medical ICU
Rehabilitation

•
•
•
•
•

Neurology
Post Open Heart Surgery
Neonatal ICU
Orthopedics
ER trauma center

•
•
•
•
•

Neurosurgery
Neuro ICU
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Surgical ICU

Salaries are excellent, with annual salary reviews and shift differentials. Our generous benefits
include paid medical, dental, life and disability insurance, tuition reimbursement, tax sheltered
annuity plan, credit union and liberal paid vacation and holidays.
Start your career today! Call Beverly Spittell-Lehman at 507-285-5511 (collect) or write:
SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
Human Resources
1216 2nd Street S.W.
Rochester, MN 55901

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Hemming's 4th
Anniversary Sale

-

Thursday, Friday,
Saturday
November 6, 7, 8
30% Off

50% Off

Wicker and
Gifts

Carrying Cases
Lights

30% Off

50% Off

Used LP's
Blank Tapes
Record Care Products Posters
All 99c LP's 4 for $1.00
All $1.99 LP's 3 for $2.00
All $2.99 LP's 3 for $4.00
All $3.99 and $4.99 LP's 3 for $6.00

Free Tea and Popcorn

All regular
priced LP's
and Tapes

$1.00 Off
our already
low prices

Hemmings
MUSIC CENTER
103 PLAZA EAST

DOWNTOWN

Records — Tapes — Gifts — Accessories

WINONAN
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SMC forum stresses humanities importance
by Michael J. Grover
A forum in the President's Room
at St. Mary's College was held last
Wednesday night of special concern to students majoring in
huma nities.
It dealt with career choices and
possibilities for those earning fine
arts degrees. It was sponsored by
the Minnesota Humanities Association.
The first speaker to the audience of 40, was Lisa Costa, a
personel manager for Minnesota
Mutual Life. She hires and trains
people for management positions
in her company.
Costa noted that liberal arts
skills are in demand in today's job
market. She said that many companies are looking for creative
people who can handle responsibility and have abilities as
problem-solvers.
Two skills that Costa mentioned
of great importance are the ability
to be good at human relations and
to be able to write well. She said
that both these skills can be
developed through the studies of
humanities.
"Students need to plan," said
Costa. "They need to know their
goals and skills."
She closed her talk saying that
liberal arts graduates are
competing with business graduates
in today's job market but there are
many opportunities for those who
know how to sell themselves and

their abilities.
Sister Lonan Reilly was the
second speaker at the forum. Her
current position is administrative
assistant to the president of the
College of St. Teresa.
She stated that is it is important
to be flexible in our ever changing
world. She cited examples of this
by revealing her past as a history
teacher in grade schools, a grade
school principal, a professor of
history, and her present position at
the College of St. Teresa.
"My humanistic background prepared me well for the various jobs I
have taken," Sister Reilly said.
She also noted that students
should pinpoint their abilities and
interests, prepare for multicareers, and to make the future
happen for them.
The last speaker of the forum
was Rick Scott Jr. He is an
organizer for the union of service
workers at the University of
Minnesota. He has also served on
the chair of the state DFL party
for five years.
Scott agreed with Sister Reilly
about not just looking at one lifetime career because society
changes so rapidly.
Scott remarked that earning his
Ph.D. in philosophy at the University of Minnesota has been valuable training for his life.

In the past, Hull has written
some children stories that are now
in print. He said that "Minnesota,
It's People and Culture" will be his
first major work to be published.
Hull is also a novelist and has a
70,000 word manuscript called
"The Gladiator Lover", a story of
old Rome that he is now seeking
publication for. The History instructor remarked that it should
have enough sex and violence to
satisfy the reading public.

_
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KO awaits wattage approval
by Jack Loring

watts.

"They haven't done anything
and we're still in limbo as to what
will happen," said Mark Didtler,
news director for radio station
KQAL, during an on-campus interview last Tuesday.

KQAL recently received a letter
from the FCC reply to a letter that
faculty advisor Mike Martin sent to
the FCC earlier this year. "They
wrote to tell us that they received
the application," said Didtler. The
application was submitted to the
FCC about two years ago.

Didtler was talking about the
Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) lack of speed in
granting KQAL's request application for a power increase - from
their current 10 watts to 1,000

According to Didtler, the letter
also mentioned that the FCC may
begin to survey and research the
possibility of KQAL's power

increase before the end of this
school year. Didtler said that
KQAL may get the final decision
from the FCC during spring
quarter 1981.
"The earliest we will get the
increase is next spring, beyond
that is anyone's guess," said Didtler. He also mentioned the possibility that the FCC may not grant
KQAL's request for 1,000 watts, it
might be an increase to only 100
watts. Or the FCC may decide that
there will be no increase at all.

is a popular book of American
history for the common people and
not for historical specialists.
Hull's wife, Sharon, is an independent piano and woodwind
teacher. They have two children:
Hans 13, and Miriam 12.
Hull is 61 years old and has nine
more years of teaching left at
WSU. He will miss teaching, but
plans to keep writing and he loves
it so much that he stated, "I'll write
til I die."

You'll have a 'fit'
at the Iron Rail...
The
Genuine
Blue Jean.

Gt'iQ
Ltvli fog Calf

72 Plaza East
Downtown Winona

Hours: 9 -5 Daily
9 - 9 Mon. - Fri.
Sun. 12 - 4

Hull says he tries to follow
Geoffrey Chaucer: "And gladly
Hull's next work he has outlined would he learn and gladly teach."

Pregnant?
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

V,
,abdiiii■.---111

"Your degree is for living," said
Scott, "and your job is for paychecks."

Hull
Continued from page 3
and dirty dealings."

.

A forum dealing with career choices in humanities was held at SMC on October 29. The guest speakers were
EL-R] Sister Lonan Reilly, Rick Scott, Jr., and Lisa Costa. [Photo by Brad Burch]

Sammy's Pizza
2nd & Johnson Sts. Across from the M.O.

FAST HOT DELIVERY

irthrig ht

452-2421

free pregnancy tests
free confidential help

C5P4H-O3N403
• World Famous Pizza •Italian Deep Dish Pizza
• Real Italian Spaghetti •Deli Sandwiches •Meaty Chili
• Garden Fresh Chef Salads •Fresh Hot Garlic Bread
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YWCA seeking volunteers for 'Big Sister' program
by Jack Loring

with women who are older and
wiser.

"This year, for some reason,
volunteers have been slower
coming in," said Joyce Belgum,
program director for the Big Sister
program at the Winona YWCA
(Young Women's Christian Association).

Many of the girls are referred to
the program by their parents or
the schools because they need help
with homeWork or they might be
new in town and need friends.

Belgum expressed concern
about the YWCA's current shortage of volunteers for the 8-year old
program. The program helps young
girls who need some guidance or
just a friend by pairing them up

According to Belgum, most of
the girls are in the 5-17 age group
and the majority of the volunteers
are college women. There is one
small problem — transportation.
Belgum said that the big sisters are
responsible for picking the girls up

Laehn's Hair Design
Where We Care!

and taking them home.
"Saint Mary's has a volunteer
car that their volunteers can use
and it would be nice if Winona
State would do that," said Belgum.
There are still nine girls looking for
big sisters; usually by this time of
year, the program is full.
Volunteers are required to
spend time with their little sisters
once a week. The sisterhood lasts
throughout the whole school year.
Belgum said that the best part is
that both of the sisters benefit
from the program.
Some of the common activities
that the sisters enjoy are: biking,
hiking, baking cookies together,
and visits to the dormintories.
Anyone interested in becoming a
big sister should contact Joyce
Belgum at the YWCA, Phone
454-4345.

Lost Legion

Continued from page 8

our particular thread is very short
and very drab.

Open Evenings til 8 p.m.

AEhN

FOR MEN
AND
WOMEN
WESTGATE
454-2403

The Lost Legion will never be a
"best seller." Duty and honor —
discounted coinage at present —
are not concepts that most people
want to read about. Which is
rather a shame, because, by
passing up this novel, they will be
cheating themselves of the opportunity to read a good, entertaining book which makes an
eloquent statement about life.

10%- 50% Off
Storewide
Stock

AT THE
BOOKSTORE
FALL QUARTER
BOOK BUY DATES

All Week

thru Nov. 8

November 18 -19 - 20
Buyers Hours
TUESDAY
8:30 - 4 PM

WEDNESDAY
8:30 4 PM

THURSDAY
8:30 - 4 PM
Bring in all books you no longer
need, paperbacks and hardcover.

* FOR THE

• Men's Insulated
Herman Survivors
<A-maim; fio%

LADIES

off all week

FREE T-Shirt
with purchase

• Cognac Colored
Fashion Boot
• Walnut Color,
Above-The-Calf
Fashion Boot

• Men's and Women's Winter Pacs
SAVE $1 0.00 Off puchase price
while supply lasts
*ALSO FOR THE MEN*
• Medium Brown, Broad Toe Boots
• Dress Black and Brown Short Zipper Boot
• Western, Oats Color
• Broad Toe Work Boot

Michaels Boot Barn
Gift Certificates
Available

452-8870

*

Shoe Repairing

Specializing In Boots Belts and Buckles

164 E. 3rd Downtown

4844)),NowitekoNelo
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Editor's Note:

Campus Shorts
a.m., 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.; and Sunday
at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Skiing Class Meeting
There will be an informational/
organizational meeting for anyone
interested in skiing classes Dec. 3
at 4 p.m. in Memorial 210.

The ski dates are Wednesdays,
Jan. 7 through Feb. 11 from 6-9:30
p.m. at Coffee Mill, Wabasha.

The chess club thanks Jon and
Deb Dummermuth for guaranteeing $900 in cash prizes; Graham
and McGuire sporting goods store
for contributing a silver plate,
seven silver medallions, a silver
ashtray and a trophy; Steve's
Standard for contributing three
$10 certificates for gasoline; and
Charles Zane for making Kryzsko
Commons available.

The one credit tuition is $13.20
and the course fee which includes
tow tickets, equipment rental,
instructions and a free pass is $45.

Anyone wishing to learn more
about Winterkill III or chess club is
encouraged to contact Jon or 'Deb
Dummermuth, phone 452-2860.

To register contact the Regional
Campus, Somsen 112 or phone
457-2068.

Anyone wishing to learn more
about Winterkill III or chess club is
encouraged to contact Jon or Deb
Dummermuth, phone 452-2860.
Attention Women Students
An informational meeting for
women students for the purpose of
forming together will be held in the
Smog on Nov. 13 at 9:30 a.m., 2:50
p.m., and 5:30 p.m.

The courses are Beginning
skiing, HPER 153 and Intermediate skiing, HPER 253.

Chess Tournaments
Everyone is invited to watch
chessplayers from Iowa, Minnesota
and Wisconsin battle in the Winona
Winterkill III, set for November
7-9, in Kryzsko Commons. The
Winterkill III will be one of six
chess tournaments sponsored by
the WSU Chess Club during the
1980-81 school year.

This round-table discussion will
be open to married women with a
family who are pursuing an education, and single women who are
seeking a career.

Rounds of play will commence
Friday at 8 p.m.; Saturday at 9

Winnie Knoll is the organizer,

Campus Shorts must be in by noon Friday for the paper coming out the
following Wednesday. So plan the announcement for your scheduled
event at least one week in advance.

and topics to be discussed include:
1) column in the Winonan for an
informational exchange of ideas, 2)
means of forming a cohesive and
concerned group of women students at WSU, 3) possible methods
of relaxation and understanding
stress, and 4) time management.
ROTC Meeting
For all students interested in
participating in the WSU Rangers,
Wargamers, or Color Guard Team,
there will be an informational
meeting November 6, at 4 p.m. in
Room 129 of Maxwell library.
Newman Center
The Newman Center Coffeehouse has four entertainers scheduled for the next two Thursdays.
Kim Davis and Pam Dennison will
be singing and playing the guitar
along with readings on November
6. Joan and Jane Redig will be
singing and playing the dulcimer
on November 13.
The performers will be at the
Coffeehouse from 8:30-10 p.m.
with an agape session following
from 10-11 p.m.

Management (SAM), and the business faculty are challenging the
WSU Accounting Club and accounting faculty to a volleyball
game November 6 at 7 p.m. in the
old gym.
A party will follow the game at
517 W. 4th St. in which beer will be
served.
All interested persons are welcome to get involved. It's not too
late to join SAM!!
Real Estate Exams
A two-day seminar to prepare
those wishing to take the Real
Estate Salesperson License
Examination will be offered by
WSU November 18-19. Steve
Mooney is the instructor.
Persons planning to take the
exam must have completed Course
I in Real Estate to be eligible. The
class meets.from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Kryzsko Commons. To register,
call the University Regional
Campus office at 457-2068.
Media Symposium
"Who Controls the Media?" will

be the subject of a symposium
presented by local communication
experts in the St. Mary's College
lounge November 17 at 7 p.m.
Panelists will discuss media
activities in light of the recent
national elections. Panelists are
Tim Boyd, general manager of
Winona's Teleprompter-Showtime
cable services; Rick Charles,
general manager of radio station
KAGE; Gary Evans, editor of the
Winona Daily News; Ed Hutchings,
general manager of KTTC-YV in
Rochester; and Chuck Williams,
general manager of radio station
KWNO. Moderator will be Dominic
Caristi, St. Mary's instructor of
communication arts.
A question and answer session
will follow. The symposium is free
and open to the public.
Sports Info Opening
A position is open in the
Women's Athletic Department for
a sports information person, male
or female.
If interested, call Karen Steinoff
at 454-6036 or LaVonne Fiereck at
457-2908 before Friday.

Volleyball Challenge
Society for the Advancement of

BROTHERS COLLEGE INN

A Tradition Since 1866

SPEC/
452-7 864 li•• AT BAR 9e 151 E. 3rd
p
MONDAY: Monday Night Football
7:00-11 :30 Pitcher Special
TUESDAY: Ladies Night
Wine Special

(Colony Vintage)

WEDNESDAY: Mug Club
• 12 oz. mugs on special all night
THURSDAY: $1.00 off pitchers of beer & liters of wine with
order of cheese curds, mushrooms or cauliflower

Handcrafted
l4Kt. Gold
Overlay jewelry

FRIDAY: Afternoon Club
Special price on glasses of beer; pitchers 1/2 price
from 2:00 - 5:30
SATURDAY: NCAA Football 12:30-5:30
Special on pitchers of beer
SUNDAY: NFL Football
Come and see your favorite team on our two color TV's & enjoy
B.C.I.'s world famous pizza & mouth watering sandwiches.

BROTHERS, E COLLEGE
R s INN
JEWELRY ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL.

fyijima,
JEWELERS

SINCE 1862

77 Plaza East
Winona, Minn.

PIZZA
WINE
DAILY LUNCHES
SPAGHETTI
COLD BEER ON TAP
SANDWICHES
DELIVERY SERVICE
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Sports
Spikers place second in
Winona State Invitational
by Jim Kohner

Freshman Diane Scherle reaches over the net to block an opponents shot
in Saturday's Winona State University Invitational. Kathy Bunge is the
other Warrior spiker at the net. [Photo by Casey W. Lake]

WSU, Southwest
clash in finale
On Saturday, 10 members of
the Winona State football team
will be making their last appearance in a Warrior uniform as
they face Southwest State at 1:30
at Maxwell Field.
What started out as a bright
year has turned into a rather
dismal year for the Warriors as
they've lost their last four games
and stand 2-7 on the year.
Their opponent Saturday is
1-4-1 in the NIC and 2-5-1 overall,
but the Mustangs have been
playing well lately, losing only
21-20 to St. Cloud two weeks ago

and beating Bemidji 45-3 last
week.
"This is a really big ball game
for us," Warrior coach Myron
Smith said. "A win against Southwest will put us in fourth or fifth
place in the conference."
"But we're going up against the
top-rated passer and the top
receiver in the latest NAIA,
NCAA Division II statistics,"
Smith went on to say.
The Mustangs' quarterback
Curt Strasheim, who has been
Continued on page 18

Men harriers 7th
at District 13 Meet
by Jeff Floyd
The WSU men harriers placed
seventh in the NAIA District 13
Championship cross country meet
held last Saturday in St. Paul.
First place went to St. John's
with a score of 28 points. Moorhead was second with 45, Hamline
third with 83, St. Thomas JV
fourth with 111, Bemidji State fifth
with 111, Bethel sixth with 180,
and WSU seventh with 205.
Macalester and St. Scholastics also
competed, but were not included in
the team standings due to
incomplete teams.
Paul Mausing from Macalaster
won the meet with a record time of

24:55. The top finisher for the
Warriors was Kevin Murphy with a
time of 27:53.
The men's coach Dr. Randy
Miller, felt that this was, as a
whole, the best race the team had
run this season. "All nine team
members ran in this race and it was
a good team effort. While none of
our runners qualified for the
national meet this year, we still
have a good nucleus to form a
better team for next year. We
really need to try and get more
runners for next year and I'm
working on that now."
This was the Warriors last week
of the season.

The Winona State women's
volleyball team primed up for this
weekend's state tournament with a
second place finish in the Winona
State University Invitational held
Saturday at New Memorial Hall.
Southwest State took the first
place honors as they won all three
of their matches in the round robin
tournament.
The Warriors had a 2-1 record
for their second place finish, St.
Mary's was 1-2, and Bethel College
finished 0-3.
"We played more consistent for
a long period of time than we have
in quite some time," WSU coach
LaVonne Fiereck said of her
teams' performance. "But we still
had our problems with conversation on the floor. If the players
aren't talking, they just forget
about the other five players on the
floor."
In their first round match, the
Warriors disposed of Bethel 15-9,
15-7.
In the first game, WSU got out
to a quick 8-3 lead, but Bethel
battled back to within two at 9-7.
But the Warriors closed the door
right there as Sue Thompson
served six consecutive points for
the 15-7 win.
As in the first game, the Warriors got out to a large lead early in

the second game, and they never
relinquished it as they won 15-9.
Southwest topped St. Mary's
15-9 and 15-13 in the other first
round match.
In the second round, the Warriors lost a hard-fought 12-15, 15-4,
and 15-10 decision to Southwest.
The first game was a see-saw
battle the entire way until freshman Diane Scherle served the final
three points of the game for the
15-12 win.
In the second game, the closest
the Warriors could get was 8-4
before the Pintos walked away
with the 15-4 win.
Southwest looked like they were
going to walk away with the final
game too as they built up a early
9-2 lead. But the Warriors battled
back behind the big serves of Barb
Weldon to get within three at 11-8.
But that was as close as they got as
the Pintos rallied back for the
15-10 decision.
"We played well against Bethel
and the first game against Southwest, but then we started making a
lot of errors," Fiereck said. "When
you get down like we did against an
experienced team like Southwest,
it's hard to come back."
The Warriors finished the
tournament by beating cross-town
rival St. Mary's by scores of 15-7
and 15-10.
Southwest wrapped up the

tournament in the third round by
struggling past Bethel 17-15, 4-15,
and 15-13.
"We wanted to go out of our
home site as a winning team,"
Fiereck said about the match with
St. Mary's. "It's important to win
that last game before the state
tournament."
This Friday and Saturday,
Fiereck and her team will compete
in the state tournament at
Macalester College in St. Paul.
Though this year's team is young,
they have yet to be totally overwhelmed on the court by a more
experienced team.
"The young players have come a
long way since the beginning of the
season," Fiereck stated. "It's
exciting to see such a young team
that can play with any team in the
state."
UM-Duluth and Bemidji State
are the two top teams in the state
tournament, and according to
Fiereck, if the Warriors should
come out on top, they would have
to play their best and most consistent ball of the season.
"We have played each team in
the tournament and we weren't
embarrassed by any of them"
Fiereck said. "We're capable of
beating all of them."
The Warriors will play St. Cloud
State in their first round game at 2
p.m. on Friday.

Warriors blanked 23-0
by Gustavus Adolphus
Take away the first 10 minutes
of Saturday's game between
Winona State and Gustavus
Adolphus and the two teams would
have battled to a 0-0 tie.
But unfortunately for the Warriors, the first 10 minutes of the
game were fatal to them as they
gave up all 23 points scored in the
game in that span as the Gusties
rolled to a 23-0 win in a nonconference game at St. Peter..
The loss was the fourth in a row
for the Winona State football team
as their record dropped to 2-7 on
the year. It was also the second
game in a row that the Warrior
offense was held scoreless. They
have now scored only seven points
in the last three games.
The Gusties, who are now 7-2 on
the year, scored just 53 seconds
into the game on a 37-yard touchdown pass from Neil Hagberg to
Mark Tipps.
Jim O'Neill added a 23-yard field
goal at 8:16 of the first quarter for
a 10-0 lead.
After the Warriors got the ball
back, they fumbled on the first play
and the Gusties recovered. On the
very next play, Hagberg, hit Paul
Rambow on a 18-yard touchdown
pass.
The Warriors marched down to
the Gusties' 38-yard line on their
next -possession, but one of Shawn
Brady's passes was intercepted

and returned to Winona's 22-yard
line.
One play later, Ron Straka ran
for a 22-yard touchdown for the
final 23-0 score.
The Warriors had some scoring
chances, but twice they were
stopped on fourth and one situations in the Gusties' territory.
Offensively, the Warriors gained
only 59 yards rushing, but they got
a big day out of Brady as he
completed 16 of 32 passes for 202

yards.
Todd Sheppard grabbed four of
Brady's passes for 111 yards and
Dave Watson had six receptions
for 55 yards.
Jim Brooks was the leading
rusher for Winona State with 42
yards on 15 carries.
The Warriors will return to
Maxwell Field this Saturday for
their last game of the year against
Southwest State. Game time is
1:30.

NIC Standings

UM ¶ Duluth
UM ¶ Morris
Moorhead State
St. Cloud STate
Mankato State
WINONA STATE
Southwest State
Northern State
Bemidji State

Conf.
WLT
7 0 0
6 1 0
5 2 0
4 3 0
3 4 0
2 5 0
1 4 1
1 5 1
1 6 0

O'All
WLT
9 0 0
7 1 1
7 2 0
5 4 0
5 4 0
2 7 0
2 5 1
2 6 1
2 7 0

Last week's results:
St. Cloud STate 35, Mankato Sate 21; UM-Morris 54,
Northern State 28; Southwest State 45, Bemidji State 3;
UM-Duluth 32, Moorhead State 9; Gustavus Adolphus 23,
WINONA STATE 0.
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Brothers triumphs in IM action
by Ross Evavold

The Brothers intramural football
team utilized a hurry-up offense
throughout most of the game
Wednesday to thwart the Pientiss
Pads defense and remain undefeated, winning 26-14.
But perhaps the Brothers
biggest plays were made on defense when they were able to turn
back Prentiss twice in the second
half, stopping them inside the
five-yard line both times.
"We kind of pride ourselves on
not being scored on," commented
Brothers' captain Bill Conroy. "It's
a make-or-break situation," Conroy
said about the goal-line stands,
"and we tightened up — we had
to."
The Brothers are in first place in
the Wednesday league with a 6-0
record, while the Pads dropped to
3-2 going into the final week of

regular season play.
The Prentiss Pads got an
indication of things to come on just
the second play of the game when
Bob Pinski intercepted a pass and
started a triple-lateral. "We've
done it before," explained Conroy
about the pitches, which he said
are used all the time in rugby.
"They usually work pretty well for
us because the defense isn't expecting it."
The use of a hurry-up offense is
for the same reason, and Conroy
said that quarterback Spin
Williams will often call four plays
at a time. Their offense scored on
their first two opportunities, and
they held a 13-6 halftime lead.
The Prentiss Pads, who are from
third floor Prentiss, are virtually
the same group of players that
managed only one win last season.
"One thing that has really helped
us this year is our quarterback,

Brad Hagen," said captain Keith
Deraad.
Indeed, the Pads entire offense
centered around Hagen, He threw
27 passes on the day, and was the
only player to run the ball for
Prentiss.
The Brothers offense was much
balanced, with 149 of their 315
total yards comimg on the ground.
A good chunk of it came on two
consecutive quarterback options.
Williams pitched to Rick Meier for
a 24-yard gain, and then did the
same thing for a 36-yard touchdown.
A Brian Denn interception
return of 40-yards set up a 1-yard
run by Hagen and Prentiss trailed
by only a touchdown. That margin
was erased on the very next play,
though, when Williams threw a
bomb to Meier for a 60 yard
scoring play, and make the final
score 26-14.

Rich Meier of Brothers dives to grab quarterback Brad Hagen's flag before he can release the ball in men's
intramural action from last Wednesday. [Photo by Brad Burch]

THIS WEEKEND,
YOU'RE AS GOOD AS HOME
ON GREYHOUND.
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GREYHOUND

With convenient, economical
Friday departures and Sunday returns.
Weekends this school year can be the best travel time ever with
going-home bargains from Greyhound. And, as always, whenever you
go Greyhound, you get the comfort, convenience, and reliability we're
famous for.
Just check the schedules below for the Greyhound routes going
your way. Most schedules stop at convenient suburban locations. Call
your local Greyhound representative for information,and you're as
good as home.

Friday

Lv State College
Lv St. Theresa's
Lv St. Mary's
Ar St. Paul
Ar Minneapolis

WINONA STATE COLLEGE
St. Mary's College
Sunday

4:40 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:20 PM

Lv Minneapolis
Lv St. Paul
Ar St. Mary's
Ar St. Theresa's
Ar State College

5:30 PM
5:55 PM
7:55 PM
8:05 PM
8:15 PM

Schedules operate every weekend with the exception of holidays, exam week,
and semester break. Prices and schedules subject to change. Some service
requires reservations.

GO GREYHOUND

And leave the driving to us.

$1 .00 off
any LP,
cassette,
8 track or
blank tape
HARDT'S
MUSIC
118 Plaza East
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Hunting: a ritual in
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ing. Limit one coupon per customer. Void I
where prohibited by law. This offer 1
expires Jan. 15, 1981.
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From the entire
W.S.U. Dining
Service Crew
Every hunter's dream, a chance at a whitetail buck [Photo by David
Christopherson]
by Jim Kohner
you're bound to find a decent
hunting spot. There's a world of
It's the time of year to pack hunting lying outside the hills of
away the shorts and bring out the Winona.
long johns, put aside the baseball
The sight of fall creeping around
cap and bring out the stocking cap, the corner is a sign of the hunting
and throw the tennis racket in the season. The duck hunter, the
closet and bring out your gun.
squirrel hunter, the deer hunter,
It's hunting time in southeastern and the pheasant hunter prepare
Minnesota, a time of the year many themselves for the short season,
of us wait for all year long.
but in this part of Minnesota, a
Winona and surrounding areas is usually successful season.
a hot spot for hunting in Minnesota.
A 15-20 minute drive from
You can take any road out of town, campus can take you to good
then turn on a country road, and hunting spots. The Rollingstone,
Rushford, Ridgeway, Houston, and
Garvin Heights areas all have
distinction for their squirrel and
grouse woods.
Winona is very close to some of
the best deer and duck hunting
areas in the state.
The Whitewater area brings
deer hunters from all over the
state. But any place around
Winona, for that matter, deer can
be found. The word is this could be
a banner year for the whitetail
deer in southeastern Minnesota.
The Weaver Bottoms provides
one of the best duck hunting spots
in the state. And the Winona Pools
in the Prairie Island area has also

STUDENTS

Back to School
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w
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Flowers for all
occasions.. .
with the personal
touch of the little
flower shop.

Continued from page 16

Bring Us This Coupon and Receive

10% Off All Services I
and Redken Products
Please Bring Your I.D.
OFFERS GOOD THROUGH

given hunters a lot of success. Plus,
the many ponds on farmers land on
the hills outside of Winona can be
very prosperous.
Pheasants have never been too
plentiful in this area, but an hour
drive to the Rochester area or the
Red Wing area will bring most
hunters some success.
But regardless of the success,
hunting is a relaxing way to get out
of the city hassle. A stroll through
the woods on a fall afternoon is a
good way to get your mind off of
school work for a while, and it sure
beats sitting around watching a
football game on TV.
In Minnesota, an out-of-state
college student can purchase a
small game license for the same
price as an in-state person, $7.50,
and they can be picked up at any
sporting goods store.
The hunting license is a necessity. Though very few people are
approached by a game warden
while hunting, the possibility of
losing your gun, your car, your
hunting privleges for three years,
and a fine is not worth the risk of
hunting without a license.
Hunting is a fun sport and it's
become a ritual for some people in
southeastern Minnesota.

Nov. 15

named NIC Player of the Week
twice this season, is the big
quarterback Smith was talking
about, and he's just come off two
impressive weeks.
In the loss to St. Cloud,
Strasheim threw for 480 yards,
and last week against Bemidji, he
completed 24 of 39 passes for 200
yards and four touchdowns, so

the Warrior secondary will get a
real test.
Two of Strasheim's four touchdown passes were to his favorite
target, Joe Dittrich, who is the
leading receiver in the NAIA.
Last year, the Warriors lost a
13-0 decision to the Mustangs,
but a little revenge Saturday
would be a big boost for the WSU
players for next year.
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Merry Christmas!
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Rushing the Season?
4:1( No — Just suggesting you plan ahead and enjoy the
holidays more than ever before!
A "full house" of quality games for all ages awaits early
birds!
11141C1
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PHONE 454-4516

279 E. 3RD ST.

REDKEN®

Chess Board Games Rummy-q Cribbage Dominoes
Computer Games Kern Cards Backgammon
Bookshelf Games
STORE HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs. 9-5
Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5

GM Quality Sporting Goods

©

63 Plaza E.
Downtown Winona, Minn
507-452-2590
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Watson: from national power to WSU
by Todd Minske

Watson had played on a team that
went undefeated.
This would be quite a let down
for a lot of football players, but not
for Watson. "I have had a great
time playing for Winona State,"
Watson said in his soft spoken,
modest tone, that seems to typify
Watson both on and off the field.
Last year, Watson said that the
football team was still getting
organized under coach Myron
Smith, but when talking about this
year's team Watson said, "It's
definitely turned around."
Watson feels that the Warriors
have a lot of talent in their
underclassmen and that in a, few
years Winona State will be one of
the leaders in the conference.
The Warriors are definitely
enjoying a better season than last
year, and Watson seems to be on
top of his game this year also.
Watson leads the Warriors with
25 receptions for the season, for a
total of 384 yards. His best game
was against UM-Morris when he
caught passes for 139 yards.
Watson attributes his successful
season this year to two things. One
of the reasons is the work of the

What makes a starter on a
nationally ranked junior college
football team come to Winona
State and finish out his last two
years of eligibility playing for the
Warriors?
For Dave Watson, the leading
receiver for the Warriors this year,
it was the personal interest that
the staff took in him that made him
choose Winona State over the
other Minnesota state universities
that the looked at.
"I really liked the way I was
treated here," Watson said.
The 5'9",180 pound, senior from
La Mollie Ill., played his first two
years of college ball at Illinois
Valley Community College. At
the end of Watson's two years
there, the IVCC football team was
ranked fifth nationally for schools
in their division and also had the
number one offense in the country.
Watson transferred to Winona
State in 1979 and started to play
for a team that had failed to win a
game all season, except for a
forfeit win. Just the year before

offensive line. "The offensive line is
so much improved over last year,"
stressed Watson. "The guys are
doing a great job."
The other reason that Watson
cites from his outstanding season is
that since he came to Winona he
has become a Christian.
"I am playing in a much more
relaxed atmosphere now," stated
Watson.
Watson is currently the treasurer of The Fellowship of Christian
Atheletes on the campus of Winona
State. The FCA is open to anyone
on campus who wishes to share
Christian fellowship. They hold
meetings every Monday night in
which they have about 25-30
members in attendence.
This year will be Watson's last
year of eligibility, but that will not
keep him out of football. Watson is
a physical education major and has
plans of coaching football in the
future.
As for the very near future,
Watson will have the opportunity
to maintain his contacts with the
WSU football program. Watson
will be a student coach with the
Warriors starting this spring and
continuing on through next fall.
This will give him hands on experience in all the aspects of coaching a
football team from planning strategies to recruiting new players.
"I would like to try and get some
guys from back in Illinoiis," Watson
said. Many of his teammates from
IVCC are playing for major -colleges and Watson feels that it

M

would be good if Winona State road and I don't worry about that
could establish a link with IVCC. now."
Down the road, it is Watson's
Even though Watson is personalhope to coach football on the high ly have a very good year, he still
school level, possibly even college. insists on giving credit to his
"I have drawn a lot from all the teammates and coaches. With an
coaches that I have played under," attitude like that, Dave Watson is
Watson commented. "I already helping to build up and improve the
have the plays that I am going to entire football team here at
use. But that's a ways down the Winona State.

Abundant Life
125 E. 3rd St.

Open House
November 15
Christian Music
* Register for gift certificate drawing
* Large selection of inter-varsity press books
* Health foods, Bibles, etc.
Hours: Weekdays 9:30 a.m.-9 p.m., Sat. 9:30-Noon
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102 Johnson St. • Winona, Minn.

NOVEMBER CALENDAR
Wed., Nov. 5

* DAME

Top 40 Rock & Roll

Thurs. - Sat Nov. 6 -

Senior wide receiver Dave Watson goes through a drill at a •Winona State
football practice. [Photo by Casey W. Lake]

Dynamite
Rock

* CHAMELEON
Tues. - Sat. Nov. 11 - 15
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Plant Sale N".5-6

*ARCHANGEL

Rock & Roll

Tues. - Sat. Nov. 17 -22, 25 - 29

*KEYSTONE

Winona's
Favorite Rock!

Come see our huge selection.

ON SUNDAYS

Special bargains on pottery & planters.
Now's the time to spruce up the indoors,
Open every day 10 - 5, Fri. 10 - 8.
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HAPPY HR. 6 - 8
THE HABIT

TUESDAYS ARE
NOW
• NO COVER
• MILLER QUAR
• 2 for 1 SHOTS &
BEER

ON MONDAYS

MUG NITE
THE HABIT
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WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
FROM WAREHOUSE TO YOUR HOUSE
Check This Weeks Beer Specials
Out! • Blatz Light Cases • Blatz 12 Packs
• Sc idt Light 12 Packs • Malt Duck 6 Packs

These

• Old Milwaukee 12 Packs
• Schmidt Big Mouths
(Lots of Parking)
176 EAST THIRD STREET
PHONE 452-1821
Open til 10 pm Mon. - Sat.
WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987

We're ready for

YOUR

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING
Nvovclic/ ciftcie
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Decorative Accessories
and a unique display of
Quality Christmas Collectibles
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Hours: 9-9 M-F, 9-5 Sat., 12-5 Sun.

452-8305
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FREE
Gloria Vanderbilt
designer belt with
your purchase of
Gloria Vanderbilt
Designer Jeans
$20" Value Mtrd

EVEN OUR
ORDMARY IS
EXTRAORDINARIL
At Ground Round a lot of extra fun is an ordinary thing.
Which makes your meal pretty extraordinary.
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